
HOLOKU AND MUUMUU
By Edwin North McClellan

Hawaiian Dictionaries define holoku 
as an “outer garment” and muumuu as 
an "under garment.” The first definition 
of muumuu I found in Lorrin Andrews’ 
Vocabulary - of- Words -in- the-Hawaiian - 
Language, year 1836. In that early volume 
the word was spelled mu-mu-ku and was 
defined as the “name of a ladies under 
garment.” In the same book I found 
holoku spelled hoo-lu-e-lu-e, an adjec
tive meaning to hang low and loosely, 
hence, hoo-lu-e-lu-e, the “name given to 
a gown.”

Turning to Lorrin Andrews’ Diction
ary of 1865 I found muumuu defined as 
“a shift or under garment worn by fe
males,” while the revised Andrews-Parker 
Dictionary of 1922 gives this definition of 
muutnuu—“a. shift or under-garment 
worn by women.” The 1865 Andrews Dic
tionary tells us that the holoku is “some 
kind of a garment; a long flowing gar
ment—a cloak.”

I have discussed these two garments— 
muumuu and holoku—with feminine au
thorities of Hawaii. Both garments were 
well known to the women of Old Hawaii. 
However, up to somewhat recently there 
seems to be no doubt that the muumuu 
was an intimate part of feminine clothing 
although at times the Hawaiian women 
wore it around the house and occasion
ally dashed out into the open while wear
ing it. Recently, it became used in the 
same fashion that the holoku was utilized 
from the period of its creation. Hawaiian 
literature contains virtually no reference 
to the muumuu as a public-garment but 
the wearing of the holoku always has 
been a favorite subject.

"Introduced by the good missionary 
wives in 1820—they disapproved of the 
native mode of dress—the Mother-Hub- 
bard holoku, came into its own,” wrote 
Maude Jones, in September 1937. "But 
the holoku of that day was a garment of 
volume and not of grace. Buttoned close 
around the throat the tight yoke held the 
full gathers of the straight gown rigidly 
in place. The plain sleeves extended to 
the wrist. Later, came the long-trained, 
history, however, is very silent about the 
first muumuu.

elbow or leg-o’-mutton sleeved holoku of 
rich Chinese brocade or of grass linen. 
Ruffles, jet and lace adorned these regal 
costumes. Today [1937], the holoku is a 
graceful princess-gown of gay design, 
sleeveless, worn for lounging and parties 
alike—but would the dear missionary 
ladies recognize this airy, gay offspring of 
the austere ‘Mother-Hubbard’ of yore?”

Mrs. Elizabeth Lahilahi Rogers Webb 
told me that the holoku is "a loose outer 
garment for women—from top of neck to 
feet and ankles.” William T. Brigham 
explained that "there is nothing about 
the M other-Hubbard garment called 
holoku, connecting it with the indige
nous apparel of the women” of Hawaii.
H A W A IIA N  FU LL DRESS

“The Islanders of both sexes came 
paddling out in their canoes,” wrcf 
Lucy G. Thurston on the ship Thaddeus 
in April of 1820. The women wore “a 
slight piece of cloth wrapped round 
them, from the hips downward. To a 
civilized eye their covering seemed to be 
revoltingly scanty. But we learned that it 
was a full-dress for daily occupation.”

Queen "Kalakua brought a web of 
white cambric to have a dress made for 
herself in the fashion of those of our 
ladies,” continued Mrs. Thurston. Queen 
Kalakua desired it before reaching King 
Kamehameha II. So, "the first sewing 
circle was formed that the sun ever 
looked upon in his Hawaiian realm,” on 
April 3, 1820. “The dress was made in 
the fashion of 1819,” which called for the 
length of the skirt to be to the tops of 
the shoes but in this design Queen D otj 
ager Kalakua's “bare feet cropped oirK 
very prominently.” Apparently that was 
the first holoku of Hawaii. Hawaiian
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